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up in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good PDF bearing in mind a cup of coffee in the
afternoon, on the other hand they juggled when some harmful virus
inside their computer. give me a texas outlaw bundle with give me a
cowboy is nearby in our digital library an online permission to it is set
as public consequently you can download it instantly. Our digital library
saves in multipart countries, allowing you to get the most less latency
period to download any of our books bearing in mind this one. Merely
said, the give me a texas outlaw bundle with give me a cowboy is
universally compatible afterward any devices to read.

Texas Outlaw-James Patterson 2020-03-30 THE THRILLING
SEQUEL TO TEXAS RANGER Rory Yates of the Texas Rangers
doesn't seek out hero status, but it's unavoidable once his girlfriend,
country singer Willow Dawes, writes a song about his bravery. Rory
escapes his new-found fame when he's sent to the remote West
Texas town of Rio Lobo to investigate the death of a local
councilwoman. Local detective Ariana Delgado is convinced that
this seemingly accidental death is actually a murder. Rory begins to
uncover a tangle of small-town secrets and lies. To get to the truth,
he's forced to step outside the law he has dedicated his life to
upholding. Now, while Rory is tracking a killer, the Texas Rangers
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are tracking him...
Texas Ranger-James Patterson 2018-08-13 Instant #1 New York
Times bestseller In James Patterson's white-hot Western thriller, a
Texas Ranger fights for his life, his freedom, and the town he loves
as he investigates his ex-wife's murder. Across the ranchlands and
cities of his home state, Rory Yates's discipline and law-enforcement
skills have carried him far: from local highway patrolman to the
honorable rank of Texas Ranger. He arrives in his hometown to find
a horrifying crime scene and a scathing accusation: he is named a
suspect in the murder of his ex-wife, Anne, a devoted teacher whose
only controversial act was ending her marriage to a Ranger. In
search of the killer, Yates plunges into the inferno of the most
twisted and violent minds he's ever encountered, vowing to never
surrender. That code just might bring him out alive.
Texas Literary Outlaws-Steven L. Davis 2017-08-15 At the height of
the sixties, a group of Texas writers stood apart from Texas’
conservative establishment. Calling themselves the Mad Dogs, these
six writers—Bud Shrake, Larry L. King, Billy Lee Brammer, Gary
Cartwright, Dan Jenkins, and Peter Gent—closely observed the
effects of the Vietnam War; the Kennedy assassination; the rapid
population shift from rural to urban environments; Lyndon
Johnson’s rise to national prominence; the Civil Rights Movement;
Tom Landry and the Dallas Cowboys; Willie Nelson, Jerry Jeff
Walker, the new Outlaw music scene; the birth of a Texas film
industry; Texas Monthly magazine; the flowering of “Texas Chic”;
and Ann Richards’ election as governor. In Texas Literary Outlaws,
Steven L. Davis makes extensive use of untapped literary archives
to weave a fascinating portrait of writers who came of age during a
period of rapid social change. With Davis’s eye for vibrant detail and
a broad historical perspective, Texas Literary Outlaws moves easily
between H. L. Hunt’s Dallas mansion and the West Texas oil patch,
from the New York literary salon of Elaine’s to the Armadillo World
Headquarters in Austin, from Dennis Hopper on a film set in Mexico
to Jerry Jeff Walker crashing a party at Princeton University. The
Mad Dogs were less interested in Texas’ mythic past than in the
world they knew firsthand—a place of fast-growing cities and hardedged political battles. The Mad Dogs crashed headfirst into the
sixties, and their legendary excesses have often overshadowed their
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literary production. Davis never shies away from criticism in this noholds-barred account, yet he also shows how the Mad Dogs’
rambunctious personae have deflected a true understanding of their
deeper aims. Despite their popular image, the Mad Dogs were
deadly serious as they turned their gaze on their home state, and
they chronicled Texas culture with daring, wit, and sophistication.
To Marry a Texas Outlaw-Linda Broday 2017-11-07 "Linda Broday's
heroes step right out of her books and into your heart." —JODI
THOMAS, New York Times bestselling author Three Brothers. One
Oath. No Compromises. The MEN of LEGEND The Outlaw Outlaw
Luke Weston survives by his wits. On the run for a murder he didn't
commit, the last thing he needs is to go looking for more trouble.
But when Luke stumbles across a fiercely beautiful woman
struggling against two heavily armed men, it's obvious that trouble
has found him. After all, he never could resist a damsel in distress.
Josie Morgan's distressed, all right—and hopping mad. She has no
idea why she's been kidnapped...or who she is...or why her body
melts for the mysterious gunslinger who saved her life. But as the
lost memories come tumbling back together, Josie is faced with the
stark reality of why she and Luke can never be...even as her heart is
telling her she will always be his. Men of Legend Series: To Love a
Texas Ranger (Book 1) The Heart of a Texas Cowboy (Book 2) To
Marry a Texas Outlaw (Book 3) Praise for Forever His Texas Bride:
"Broday's Westerns always captivate." —RT Book Reviews 4 stars
"Poignant, dramatic and packed with action and mystery."
—Addicted to Romance for Forever His Texas Bride
200 Texas Outlaws and Lawmen, 1835-1935-Yadon, Laurence
2008-02-29 The Lone Star State is known for producing vicious
outlaws like Machine Gun Kelly. While Kelly terrorized urban
civilians, lawmen such as Ranger John Barclay Armstrong tried to
keep things under control. This is the story of Texas's most famous
criminals, intrepid lawmen, and others, such as James Edwin Reed,
who dared to be both. This reference captures the Western spirit in
all of us and brings to life a time before the West was tamed. Also
included is a chronology of well-known crimes and a locale list of
notorious events. The criteria for inclusion in this book was that
each outlaw had to have been involved in at least two gunfights or
robberies.
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Willis Newton-G. R. Williamson 2013-04 This the true story of Willis
Newton and his outlaw gang who robbed trains and over seventy
banks-more than Jessie James, the Daltons, and all of the rest of the
Old West outlaws-combined. They robbed a number of banks at
gunpoint, but their specialty was hitting banks in the middle of the
night and blowing the vaults with nitroglycerine. One frigid night in
January of 1921 they even hit two banks, back to back, in Hondo,
Texas. Their biggest haul occurred in 1924 when they robbed a
train outside of Rondout, Illinois-getting away with $3,000,000.
They still hold the record for the biggest train robbery in U.S.
history. G.R. Williamson interviewed Willis Newton in 1979 at his
home in Uvalde, Texas. A few months later the outlaw died at age
90. With a tape recorder running, Newton rattled off the wellpracticed account of his life in machine gun fashion-rationalizing
everything he had done, blaming others for his imprisonments, and
repeatedly claiming that he had only stolen from "other thieves."
Speaking in a high-pitched raspy voice, Willis was quite articulate in
telling his stories-a master of fractured grammar. He spoke in a
rapid fire jailhouse prose using a wide range of criminal jargon that
was sometimes difficult to follow but Williamson kept his tape
recorder running, changing cassettes as fast as possible. The taped
interview revealed the quintessence of a criminal mind. Everything
he had done was justified by outside forces, "Nobody ever give me
nothing. All I ever got was hell " Over the course of the interview,
Willis told how he was raised as a child in the hard scrabble of West
Texas and how he was first arrested for a crime "that they knowed I
didn't do." He went into detail about his first bank holdup, how he
"greased" safes with nitroglycerine, robbed trains, and evaded the
lawmen that came after him. Willis described robbing banks
throughout Texas and a large number of mid-western states,
including another back-to-back bank heist in Spencer, Indiana.
Eventually he recounted the events of the Toronto Bank Clearing
House robbery in 1923 and finally the great train robbery outside of
Rondout, Illinois. He went into great detail about the beatings he
and his brothers took from the Chicago police when they were later
captured. As he told the story his face reddened and his voice rose
to a high pitched screech until he had to pause to catch his breath.
Then lowering his voice he described how he had managed to
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negotiate a crafty deal with a postal inspector for reduced prison
sentences for himself and his brothers by revealing where the loot
was hidden. He told about his prison years at Leavenworth and his
illegal businesses he ran in Tulsa, Oklahoma, after he got out of
prison in 1929. He complained bitterly about being sent back to
prison in McAlester, Oklahoma, for a bank robbery "they knowed I
didn't do," in Medford. Willis took great pride in saying that, "We
never killed nobody, we was just in it for the money. Sure, we shot a
few people but we never killed a single man." During his extensive
research, Williamson uncovered evidence to dispel this myth that
Willis insisted upon until his death. Now Williamson, using
transcripts from his interviews with Willis and others who knew the
outlaw, first-hand accounts from eye witnesses, newspaper articles,
police records, and trial proceedings, tells the true story of The Last
Texas Outlaw-Willis Newton.
Texas Outlaw-CON Patterson 2020
Fugitive's Trail-Robert J. Conley 2016-08-02 If I was to be an outlaw,
I told myself, I’d be a hard one, and I’d be a good one. I’d be the god
damnest outlaw that ever come down the pike... Scrawny, young
Melvin Parmlee lit out of Texas wearing a pair of old overalls and
riding a swayback horse. His crime: killing a man with an axe
handle for shooting his dog. Out ahead lay a land of prairie,
mountains, boomtowns, whores, gold, and outlaws. And behind him
was a long, twisted trail that was getting more crowded with
enemies every day. Fugitive's Trail continues Robert Conley's Texas
Outlaw series with the saga of Melvin Parmlee. It is a rollicking tale,
an authentic portrait of the American West, and the gripping drama
of a boy becoming a man--amongst the wildest men of all.
Texas Outlaws: Jesse-Kimberly Raye 2013-12-17 Haunted by his
past, rodeo cowboy Jesse James Chisholm returns to Lost Gun,
Texas, and the woman he loved, mayor-elect Gracie Jones, who is
hiding a wild side beneath her conservative exterior.
The Devil's Trail-Robert J. Conley 2002-02-18 Young outlaw Kid
Parmlee finds his peaceful refuge in Fosterville threatened when his
reputation as a gunfighter leads him on a dangerous bounty hunt for
a gang of ruthless criminals. Original.
Texas Outlaw-James Patterson 2020-03-30 To Rory Yates being a
Texas Ranger is about justice, but all of that changes when he is
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brought to a small southern town to help uncover the mysteries
behind a local woman's death - only to discover corruption and lies.
Texas Ranger Rory Yates is not keen for hero status. But it's
unavoidable once his girlfriend, country singer Willow Dawes,
writes a song about his bravery. Rory escapes his newfound fame
when he's sent to the remote West Texas town of Rio Lobo, a
municipality with two stoplights. And now, according to the Chief of
Police, it has one too many Texas Rangers. Rio Lobo Detective
Ariana Delgado is the one who requested Rory, and the only person
who believes a local councilwoman's seemingly accidental death is a
murder. Then Rory begins to uncover a tangle of small-town secrets,
favors, and lies as crooked as Texas law is straight. To get to the
truth before more people die, Rory is forced to take liberties with
the investigation. The next ballad of Rory Yates may not be about a
hero, but rather an outlaw song.
A Cold Hard Trail-Robert J. Conley 2011-04-01 "The devil's on my
tail, and he's wearing a badge. Arrested for a robbery I didn't
commit, I broke out of jail and took it on the 1 a.m. I had no choice.
No sheriff's going to believe I have a double-unless I find the outlaw
myself. If I live that long." The Fosterville sheriff's bagged a few
outlaws. The trouble is, Kid Parmlee, his buddy Zeb, and his Pa are
dead ringers for bandits who took a stagecoach and made off with a
fortune in gold. First step for the Kid and his partners is to make a
fast getaway before they get hanged. On the run, and trapped
between a trigger-happy lawman and a trio of hard-core
desperadoes, the Kid finds himself outnumbered and outgunned. All
he has now is raw nerve and blind rage to clear his name and
escape the cruel plains alive. In Kid Parmlee, Spur Award-winning
author Robert Conley has crafted a fearless flesh-and-blood
adventurer who lives and breathes the West as it really was.
Long John Dunn of Taos-Max Evans 1993 Recounts the life and
adventurous career of a pioneer Anglo settler in Taos, New Mexico
Give Me A Texas Outlaw-Linda Broday 2011-07-01 Fearless and
irresistible, outlaws are the original bad boys. Now New York Times
bestselling author Jodi Thomas and Linda Broday, Phyliss Miranda,
and DeWanna Pace offer up four sexy and romantic stories for
women who love men who know how to pack heat. . . If Cozette
Camanez's groom doesn't show up for their wedding by dawn, she'll
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lose her family ranch. Trouble is, the groom doesn't exist-until
unsuspecting thief Michael Hughes comes along. Never was an
outlaw faced with such a lovely-and willing-target. . . Larissa
Patrick, the beautiful daughter of a wealthy rancher, has been
kidnapped. Only one man can save her: gunfighter Johnny Bravo.
Rescuing Larissa is the easy part-but getting her home without
losing his heart will take the discipline of a saint. And Johnny's no
saint. . . Lawman Ethan Kimble is finally face to face with his
quarry: socialite and bank robber Savannah Parker. The only thing
between them is a Winchester pointed at his heart-and some
undeniable sparks. If Kimble can tame the Texas Flame, they may
ignite a passion that breaks every rule. . . When outlaw Shadow
Rivers and desperado Odessa Kilmore escape a hail of bullets and
team up on a long journey, both are determined to hide their
secrets-and their attraction. No easy task as they discover a love
more powerful than their enemies combined. . . "Readers couldn't
ask for a finer quartet of heroes." –Romantic Times on Give Me a
Texas Ranger
Skylar's Outlaw-Linda Warren 2010-01-01 Skylar, the youngest
Belle daughter, is known as the rebellious sister. But her days of
sowing wild oats are over—now her life's about running the family
ranch and keeping her four-year-old daughter safe. And Skylar
doesn't feel very safe around Cooper Yates, High Five's
foreman…and a former criminal. Cooper can't shake his reputation
as an outlaw. Being framed for a crime he didn't commit is one
thing. A stubborn boss lady making him feel he doesn't belong on
the ranch—the only home he's known in years—is another. But
when danger threatens her child, Cooper has a chance to show
Skylar what really separates the good guys from the bad.
Texas Outlaw-Adrienne DeWolfe 2001-11-01 Fancy Holleday is a
confident, manipulative bank robber who can seduce anyone, even
Cord Rawlins, the federal marshal in charge of hunting her down
and bringing her in. Rawlins, a handsome and rugged Texan, is not
about to be played by this steaming seductress. After all this, the
lawman has sworn to uphold the law. After tracking her down at
last, he must reach Carson City to turn his unlawful prisoner in.
Then he uncovers her secret.
Texas Outlaw-Andrew Bourelle 2020 Texas Ranger Rory Yates
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becomes famous after his girlfriend, country music star Willow
Dawes, writes a song about his bravery. He tries to escape the
spotlight by moving to the small West Texas town of Rio Lobo, but
the chief of police doesn't want him there and soon he is drawn into
an accidental death that might really be a murder.
Bloody Bill Longley-Rick Miller 2011 William Preston Longley
(1851-1878) went on a murderous rampage over the last few years
of his life. Once he was arrested in 1877, and subsequently
sentenced to hang, his name became known statewide as an outlaw
and a murderer. Longley created and reveled in his self-centered
image as a fearsome, deadly gunfighter. In truth, Longley was not
the daring figure that he attempted to paint.
To Love a Texas Ranger-Linda Broday 2016-10-04 "Linda Broday's
heroes step right out of her books and into your heart." —JODI
THOMAS, New York Times bestselling author Three Brothers. One
Oath. No Compromises. The MEN of LEGEND The Texas Ranger
Gravely injured on the trail of a notorious criminal, Texas Ranger
Sam Legend boards a train bound for his family ranch to
recuperate...only to find himself locked in battle to save a desperate
woman on the run. Determined to rescue the beautiful Sierra, Sam
recruits an unlikely ally. But can he trust the mysterious gunslinger
to fight at his side? Sam is shocked to discover his new ally is not
only an outlaw, but his half-brother. Torn between loyalty to his job
and love of his family, Sam goes reeling straight into Sierra's arms.
Yet just as the walls around his battered heart begin to crumble,
Sierra is stolen away. Sam will risk anything to save her—his life,
his badge, his very soul—knowing that some bonds are stronger
than the law...and some legends were born to be told. Men of
Legend: To Love a Texas Ranger The Heart of a Texas Cowboy To
Marry a Texas Outlaw Praise for Forever His Texas Bride: "Broday's
Westerns always captivate." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "One of the
best historical western authors." —Fresh Fiction "Poignant,
dramatic and packed with action and mystery." —Addicted to
Romance
The Reckoning-Peter R. Rose 2012 "The history of how order came
to the Forks of the Llano River, the outlaw frontier of western Texas
Hill Country. Provides insight into outlaw families as well as law
officers and citizens who opposed them"--Provided by publisher.
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Sam Bass-Bryan Woolley 2004 The story of Sam Bass, both outlaw
and romantic figure, has become a familiar part of Texas folklore
and is well documented in nonfiction. But in this novel, Bryan
Woolley creates a compelling story by giving the antihero fictional
life. Woolley brings Bass alive through six alternating voices-Maude, the whore who was Bass's lover; Mary Matson, the African
American who took him in and tended him as he lay dying; Dad
Egan, the lawman who was once a father-figure to young Sam Bass
but feels compelled to capture the outlaw; Frank Johnson, who rode
with Bass but left the outlaw life to reappear as a small-town doctor;
and Jim Murphy, the well-meaning saloonkeeper who makes a
bargain with the law and brings down Sam Bass. In shaping the
Bass story, Woolley explores the themes of youth and age, impulse
and wisdom. An outlaw, for many of us, is not a villain or a criminal
but someone who, by choice or circumstance, finds himself at odds
with society. We see the outlaw life as one of carefree freedom
without responsibilities and full of infinite possibilities. Frank
Jackson says it best as he recalls riding with Sam Bass: "I felt like an
outlaw but not like a criminal, and the beauty of the day and its
freedom filled me."
The Mail Order Bride's Secret-Linda Broday 2020-01-28 "Linda
Broday's heroes step right out of her books and into your heart."
—Jodi Thomas, New York Times bestselling author When the West
was wild and man's law favored the few, these extraordinary women
could be found...in the heart of an outlaw. When three young
children show up on outlaw Tait Trinity's doorstep, he knows he
can't help them—a wanted man has no business raising kids. And
yet he can't bring himself to turn them away. At a loss, he sends for
the mail order bride he'd been writing to, hoping the demure
dressmaker will be the answer to his prayers. Melanie Dunbar is
nothing like the bride Tait was expecting. She's rough and
tumble...and hiding an ulterior motive. Dangerous men have taken
her sister hostage, and if Melanie wants to see her alive, she'll have
to betray her new husband. There's only one problem—the more
time she spends with Tait, the more she comes to care for him. Yet
as the noose begins to tighten, Melanie will have to make a terrible
choice: save her sister...or the man she loves. Outlaw Mail Order
Brides series: The Outlaw's Mail Order Bride (Book 1) Saving the
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Mail Order Bride (Book 2) The Mail Order Bride's Secret (Book 3)
Praise for Linda Broday: "Linda Broday, who epitomizes the classic
western author... once again captivates us with her storytelling."
—Fresh Fiction for Twice a Texas Bride "Fun and sensual...great for
fans of history, romance, and some good old Texas grit." —Kirkus
Reviews for Texas Redemption "The exciting plot, rich setting, and
superb writing will delight fans of historical romances."
—Publishers Weekly STARRED REVIEW for The Heart of a Texas
Cowboy "Outstanding...an unforgettable journey through the Old
West." —Booklist STARRED REVIEW for To Marry a Texas Outlaw
The Heart of a Texas Cowboy-Linda Broday 2017-05-02 Three
Brothers. One Oath. No Compromises. The MEN of LEGEND The
Cowboy One bullet is all it takes to shatter Houston Legend's world.
He swore he'd never love again, but with the future of the Lone Star
Ranch on the line, he finds himself at the altar promising to love and
cherish a woman he's never met-a woman whose vulnerable beauty
touches his heart. All Lara Boone wants is a name for her baby. She
never expected to fall in love with her own husband-or any manafter the heartache she's endured. Yet when her troubled past
catches up with them, Houston will move heaven and earth to
protect his bride...and discover depths to a marriage of convenience
neither realized could be theirs. Praise for Forever His Texas Bride:
"Broday's Westerns always captivate." -RT Book Reviews 4 stars
"Poignant, dramatic and packed with action and mystery."
—Addicted to Romance for Forever His Texas Bride
The Outlaw's Daughter-Margaret Brownley 2020-05-26 He may be a
Texas Ranger But he only has eyes for the outlaw's beautiful
daughter... Texas Ranger Matt Taggert is on the trail of a wanted
man. He has good reason to believe that Ellie-May's late husband
was involved in a stagecoach robbery, and he's here to see justice
done. But when he arrives in town, he discovers the thief has
become a local hero...and his beautiful young widow isn't too happy
to see some lawman out to tarnish her family's newly spotless
reputation. Ellie-May's shaken by her encounter with the Ranger.
Having grown up an outlaw's daughter, she'll do anything to keep
her children safe—and if that means hardening her heart against
the handsome lawman's smiles, then so be it. Because she knows
Matt isn't about to give up his search. He's out to redeem himself
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and find proof that Ellie-May's husband wasn't the saint everyone
claims...even if it means losing the love neither expected to discover
along the way. Haywire Brides Series: Cowboy Charm School (Book
1) The Cowboy Meets His Match (Book 2) The Outlaw's Daughter
(Book 3) What People Are Saying About Margaret Brownley:
"Delightful, humorous...packed with engaging characters, loads of
action, several mysteries—all enough sizzle to satisfy her fans."
—RT Book Reviews for A Match Made in Texas "A sweet, touching
love story." —Kirkus Reviews for Left at the Altar "Lively and warm.
A welcome addition to a sparse yet popular subgenre." —Booklist
for Left at the Altar
Once Upon a Mail Order Bride-Linda Broday 2020-11-24 "Linda
Broday's heroes step right out of her books and into your
heart."—Jodi Thomas, New York Times bestselling author An outlaw
falls for his mysterious mail order bride in this sweeping western
epic by beloved author Linda Broday. Accused of crimes he didn't
commit, ex-preacher Ridge Steele is forced to give up everything he
knew and make his home with outlaws. Desperate for someone to
confide in, he strikes up correspondence with mail-order bride
Adeline Jancy, finding in her the open heart he's been searching for.
Upon her arrival, Ridge discovers Addie only communicates through
the written word, but he knows a little of what trauma can do to a
person and vows to stand by her side. Addie is eager to start a new
life with the kind ex-preacher and the little boy she's stolen away
from her father—a zealot priest of a terrorized flock. As her small
family settles into life at Hope's Crossing, she even begins to find
the voice, and confidence, she'd lost so long ago. But danger is not
far behind, and her father will not be denied. While Addie
desperately fights the man who destroyed her childhood, a
determined Ridge races to the rescue. The star-crossed lovers will
need more than prayers to survive this final challenge...and find
their way back to each other again.
The Outlaw Takes a Bride-Susan Page Davis 2015-03-01 Johnny
Paynter flees Denver to escape being hanged for a murder he didn’t
commit. At his brother’s ranch in Texas, where he thought he could
take refuge, he finds his brother, Mark—dead. Taking advantage of
his strong resemblance to his brother, Johnny assumes Mark’s
identity. Soon Johnny discovers that Mark had been corresponding
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with a widow named Sally in St. Louis, and she’s en route to be a
mail-order bride to Mark. Seeing no other option, Johnny makes a
fateful decision to go through with the wedding, posing as his
brother. But Sally has secrets she's hiding, too. How will a marriage
survive with so much deception?
The Deadliest Outlaws-Jeffrey Burton 2009 "In their day, these men
were the most daring of their kind, and the most feared. They were
accused of crimes that were not theirs, but their proven record is
long and lurid. Their downfall was brought about by what one editor
called "the magic of the telephone and telegraph," by quarrels
between themselves, and by their reckless defiance of evermounting odds."
One Texas Night-Jodi Thomas 2013-04-01 New York Times
bestselling author Jodi Thomas lassos the heart of Texas with these
four spellbinding stories, available together for the first time, where
love shows up unexpectedly. . . Hank Harris wasn't even looking for
a woman when he ended up with a wife. Aggie is exactly who he
needs as a business partner--if only she weren't so damn beautiful,
spirited--and in his bed. . . Rowdy Darnell was born to be wild and
Laurel Hayes knows she shouldn't get involved with him--but oh,
how he can kiss. . . When Annalane Barkley whispers her dreams to
Wynn McCord, the Texas Ranger knows he's found a woman worth
fighting for. . . If Cozette Camanez's groom doesn't show up for
their wedding by dawn, she'll lose her family ranch. Trouble is, the
groom doesn't exist--until unsuspecting thief Michael Hughes comes
along. . . "The undisputed queen of Texas romance." --RT Book
Reviews Praise for Jodi Thomas "Thomas knows how to tell a story."
--Love Western Romances "Jodi Thomas's writing is breathtaking. .
.her name should be at the top of everyone's favorite author list." -Affaire de Coeur
The Cowboy Who Came Calling-Linda Broday 2018-02-06 "Linda
Broday's heroes step right out of her books and into your heart."
—JODI THOMAS, New York Times bestselling author A Former
Texas Ranger on a mission A determined woman slowly losing her
sight A love neither could have predicted ...and a danger that may
steal their happy ending before it can even begin. Glory Day may be
losing her vision, but that doesn't mean she'll ever stop fighting.
Determined to provide for her struggling family, she confronts an
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outlaw with a price on his head. But when a mysterious cowboy gets
between her and her target, Glory accidentally shoots him instead.
Flustered, she has no option but to take the handsome stranger
home to treat his wounds. Former Texas Ranger Luke McClain
didn't plan to fall in love, but there's no denying the strength of
Glory's will or the sweetness of her heart. But Glory's been burned
before, and Luke will have to reach into the depths of his own
battered soul to convince her to take a chance... And trust that love
is worth fighting for. Texas Heroes: Knight on the Texas Plains
(Book 1) The Cowboy Who Came Calling (Book 2) To Catch a Texas
Star (Book 3) What People Are Saying About Linda Broday: "Fans of
classic Western tales will delight in the rough-and-tumble world
Broday creates..." —RT Book Reviews for To Love a Texas Ranger
"A shining example of the talent of one of the best historical western
authors." —Fresh Fiction for Forever His Texas Bride "Broday's
Westerns always captivate with realistic settings, rugged cowboys
and feisty heroines." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Forever His
Texas Bride
Texas Outlaw-Al Cody 1954
An Outlaw's Christmas-Linda Lael Miller 2019-11-25 Celebrate the
holidays with this classic McKettrick tale from New York Times
bestselling author Linda Lael Miller! With his wild heart, Sawyer
McKettrick isn’t ready to settle down on the Triple M family ranch
in Arizona. So he heads to Blue River, Texas, to seek a job as
marshal. But in a blinding snowstorm, he’s injured—and collapses
into the arms of a prim and proper lady in calico. The shirtless,
bandaged stranger recuperating in teacher Piper St. James’s room
behind the schoolhouse says he’s a McKettrick, but he looks like an
outlaw to her. As they wait out the storm, the handsome loner has
Piper remembering long-ago dreams of marriage and motherhood.
But for how long is Sawyer willing to call Blue River home? As the
gray skies clear, Piper’s one holiday wish just might bring two
lonely hearts together forever. Originally published in 2012
Give Me A Cowboy-Jodi Thomas 2009-02-01 In the rough-and-ready
Texas Panhandle, the rodeo is where to find a real man. New York
Times bestselling author Jodi Thomas teams up with DeWanna Pace,
Linda Broday, and Phyliss Miranda to prove that the right kind of
love can tame the wildest heart... Give Me A Cowboy Rowdy Darnell
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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was born to be wild and Laurel Hayes knows she shouldn't get
involved with him--but oh, how he can kiss...When Augusta Garrison
finds out Dally Angelo is hell-bent on riding the bull that killed his
father, she's ready to break their engagement--until pure passion
takes over...Tempest LeDoux doesn't play by anyone's rules. When a
tall gunslinger named McKenna Smith rides into town, Tempest
knows he's the one for her--if she can catch him...Alaine LeDoux is
pure tomboy--and she likes shooting and riding more than dresses
and tea. Good thing Mr. Morgan Payne turns out to be one hell of a
cowboy under his citified suit... "The genuine characters, realistic
emotions, and true aura of the West propel Jodi Thomas's books out
of the ordinary and straight into readers' hearts."--Romantic Times
"Memorable novellas and unforgettable heroes. . .unmatched for
fans of the Old West."-- Romantic Rimes on Give Me A Texan
Gone to Texas-Don Wright 1999-10-15 Peyton Lewis and Fletcher
Rucker are two humble Rebel boys whose innocence was destroyed
in the bloody wreckage of the Civil War. Young and desperate, they
fall in with a scheme to rob a bank but are totally unprepared for
the violence that ensues. Sickened by the carnage and wanton
cruelty that they have witnessed, Lewis and Rucker take their cut
and join the migration of those who see the possibility of a new
beginning in the wilderness of the Texas frontier. Along the way
they meet rogues, killers...and two exceptional women: the tortured
Molly Klinner, a woman who has also suffered dearly by the ravages
of the war, and Gabriel Johnson, an Eastern beauty who decided to
join the Texas migration on a lark--but will soon learn the true
meaning of humanity. Together, the four travelers will weather the
travails that the new frontier offers them--but will they manage to
carve out a new life? At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Texas Outlaw (Wild Texas Nights, Book 1)-Adrienne deWolfe
2012-07-17 Fancy Holleday has more nerve than the average
cardsharp. No man can resist her smoky voice and violet eyes—and
that includes the federal tinstar, Cord Rawlins. Cord may have
tracked her all the way to Texas to recover the U.S. minting plates
that she stole, but the Nevada penitentiary is a long ride north,
giving her plenty of time to charm, seduce, or just plain outsmart
the handsome Texas lawman. Deputy U.S. Marshal Cord Rawlins is
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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sworn to bring renegades to justice—including the brazen lady train
robber who turned the tables on him near Carson City. Tracking
Fancy down is Cord's job, but resisting her persistent persuasions is
a matter of personal honor. With Fancy's life in his hands, Cord
begins to wonder if his clever prisoner is really as shameless as she
pretends. Could her wicked smile be hiding a desperate secret—one
that can steal his heart? AWARDS: Rita Finalist, Best First Book,
Romance Writers of America Rita Finalist, Best Historical Romance
(under 100,000 words), Romance Writers of America Finalist,
Reviewers Choice Award (Best Debut Novel), Romantic Times
Magazine Winner, Honey of a Heroine Award, West Houston
Chapter, Romance Writers of America REVIEWS: "Texas Outlaw is a
real triumph. Adrienne deWolfe is a brilliant author." ~Literary
Times "Funny, fresh, fast-paced and romantic, Texas Outlaw is an
entertaining read." ~Susan Wiggs, National Bestselling Author
"Adrienne deWolfe's writing is clever and unconventional...
guaranteed to please." ~Pamela Morsi, National Bestselling Author
WILD TEXAS NIGHTS in series order: Texas Outlaw Texas Lover
Texas Wildcat
Texas Market Hunting-R. K. Sawyer 2013-08-23 From its earliest
days of human habitation, the Texas coast was home to seemingly
endless clouds of ducks, geese, swans, and shorebirds. By the 1880s
Texas huntsmen, or market hunters, as they came to be called,
began providing meat and plumage for the restaurant tables and
millinery salons of a rapidly growing nation. A network of suppliers,
packers, distribution centers, and shipping hubs efficiently handled
their immense harvest. At the peak of Texas market hunting in the
late 1890s, Rockport merchants shipped an average of 600 ducks a
day in a five-month shooting season, and in the last year of legal
market hunting, an estimated 60,000 ducks and geese were shipped
from Corpus Christi alone. Market men employed efficient methods
to harvest nature’s bounty. They commonly hunted at night, often
using bait to concentrate large numbers of waterfowl. The
effectiveness of the hunt was improved when side-by-side double
barrel shotguns and large-gauge swivel guns gave way to repeating
firearms, with some capable of discharging as many as eleven shells
in a single volley. Their methods were so efficient that, by the late
1800s, Texas sportsmen and others blamed the alarming decline of
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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coastal waterfowl populations on the market hunter’s occupation. In
1903, after a long fight and many failures, the first migratory bird
game law passed the Texas legislature. Though the fight would
continue, it was the beginning of the end of the year-round
slaughter. Most market hunters quit, and those who didn’t became
outlaws. In this book, R. K. Sawyer chronicles the days of market
hunting along the Texas coast and the showdown between the early
game wardens and those who persisted in commercial waterfowl
hunting. Containing an abundance of rare historical photographs
and oral history, Texas Market Hunting: Stories of Waterfowl, Game
Laws, and Outlaws provides a comprehensive and colorful account
of this bygone period.
Give Me A Texas Outlaw Bundle with Give Me A Cowboy-Linda
Broday 2011-07-01 Fearless and irresistible, outlaws are the
original bad boys. Now New York Times bestselling author Jodi
Thomas and Linda Broday, Phyliss Miranda, and DeWanna Pace
offer up four sexy and romantic stories for women who love men
who know how to pack heat. . . If Cozette Camanez's groom doesn't
show up for their wedding by dawn, she'll lose her family ranch.
Trouble is, the groom doesn't exist-until unsuspecting thief Michael
Hughes comes along. Never was an outlaw faced with such a lovelyand willing-target. . . Larissa Patrick, the beautiful daughter of a
wealthy rancher, has been kidnapped. Only one man can save her:
gunfighter Johnny Bravo. Rescuing Larissa is the easy part-but
getting her home without losing his heart will take the discipline of
a saint. And Johnny's no saint. . . Lawman Ethan Kimble is finally
face to face with his quarry: socialite and bank robber Savannah
Parker. The only thing between them is a Winchester pointed at his
heart-and some undeniable sparks. If Kimble can tame the Texas
Flame, they may ignite a passion that breaks every rule. . . When
outlaw Shadow Rivers and desperado Odessa Kilmore escape a hail
of bullets and team up on a long journey, both are determined to
hide their secrets-and their attraction. No easy task as they discover
a love more powerful than their enemies combined. . . "Readers
couldn't ask for a finer quartet of heroes." –Romantic Times on Give
Me a Texas Ranger In the rough-and-ready Texas Panhandle, the
rodeo is where to find a real man. New York Times bestselling
author Jodi Thomas teams up with DeWanna Pace, Linda Broday,
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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and Phyliss Miranda to prove that the right kind of love can tame
the wildest heart. . . Give Me A Cowboy Rowdy Darnell was born to
be wild and Laurel Hayes knows she shouldn't get involved with
him--but oh, how he can kiss. . .When Augusta Garrison finds out
Dally Angelo is hell-bent on riding the bull that killed his father,
she's ready to break their engagement--until pure passion takes
over. . .Tempest LeDoux doesn't play by anyone's rules. When a tall
gunslinger named McKenna Smith rides into town, Tempest knows
he's the one for her--if she can catch him. . .Alaine LeDoux is pure
tomboy--and she likes shooting and riding more than dresses and
tea. Good thing Mr. Morgan Payne turns out to be one hell of a
cowboy under his citified suit. . . "The genuine characters, realistic
emotions, and true aura of the West propel Jodi Thomas's books out
of the ordinary and straight into readers' hearts."--Romantic Times
"Memorable novellas and unforgettable heroes. . .unmatched for
fans of the Old West."-- Romantic Rimes on Give Me A Texan
Saving the Mail Order Bride-Linda Broday 2019-04-30 "Beautifully
written, enduring stories of love."—JODI THOMAS, New York Times
bestselling author When the West was wild And man's law favored
the few These extraordinary women could be found... ...in the heart
of an outlaw. He may be a wanted man, but all outlaw Jack Bowdre
ever desired was a second chance. Now he's on his way to jail,
completely unaware that his unexpected—and unexpectedly
beautiful—traveling companion is none other than Nora Kane...his
mail order bride. It's too bad Nora doesn't know Jack is her groomto-be. All she sees is a scoundrel. But when their stagecoach
crashes and the truth comes spilling out, they're suddenly left to
fend for themselves—and each other. The longer they're together,
the stronger their feelings grow. Hounded by desperate men bent
on doing them harm, Nora and Jack will do whatever it takes to find
their happily ever after...but first, they'll have to shake the devil
from their trail. Outlaw Mail Order Brides series: The Outlaw's Mail
Order Bride (Book 1) Saving the Mail Order Bride (Book 2) What
People Are Saying About Linda Broday: "Fans of classic Western
tales will delight in the rough-and-tumble world Broday creates..."
—RT Book Reviews for To Love a Texas Ranger "A shining example
of the talent of one of the best historical western authors."—Fresh
Fiction for Forever His Texas Bride "Broday's Westerns always
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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captivate with realistic settings, rugged cowboys and feisty
heroines."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Forever His Texas Bride
To Catch a Texas Star-Linda Broday 2018-07-03 "Linda Broday's
heroes step right out of her books and into your heart." —JODI
THOMAS, New York Times bestselling author He'll do what it takes
to prove his love The son of a notorious outlaw, Roan Penny yearns
to make his life count...but heroism comes with a price. Left badly
injured, only the kindness of a gentle stranger can save him. He
longs to be with the captivating beauty—his savior, his Texas star,
his Marley Rose McClain—but he knows he'd bring her nothing but
trouble. If only he could convince his heart of that. Marley's lived a
charmed life, and she's determined to spend the rest of her days at
her quiet hero's side...but she isn't what she seems. A life-long
secret threatens to destroy everything she knows—and everything
she could hope to be. As dangerous men threaten to pull her back
into the shadows, a desperate Roan must ride hell-bent for leather
to save the other half of his heart...before he can lose her light for
good. Texas Heroes Series: Knight on the Texas Plains (Book 1) The
Cowboy Who Came Calling (Book 2) To Catch a Texas Star (Book 3)
What People Are Saying About Linda Broday: "Fans of classic
Western tales will delight in the rough-and-tumble world Broday
creates..." —RT Book Reviews for To Love a Texas Ranger "A
shining example of the talent of one of the best historical western
authors." —Fresh Fiction for Forever His Texas Bride "Broday's
Westerns always captivate with realistic settings, rugged cowboys
and feisty heroines." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Forever His
Texas Bride
Cult of Glory-Doug J. Swanson 2020-06-09 A twenty-first century
reckoning with the legendary Texas Rangers that does justice to
their heroic moments while also documenting atrocities, brutality,
oppression, and corruption The Texas Rangers came to life in 1823,
when Texas was still part of Mexico. Nearly 200 years later, the
Rangers are still going--one of the most famous of all law
enforcement agencies. In Cult of Glory, Doug J. Swanson has
written a sweeping account of the Rangers that chronicles their
epic, daring escapades while showing how the white and propertied
power structures of Texas used them as enforcers, protectors and
officially sanctioned killers. Cult of Glory begins with the Rangers'
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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emergence as conquerors of the wild and violent Texas frontier.
They fought the fierce Comanches, chased outlaws, and served in
the U.S. Army during the Mexican War. As Texas developed, the
Rangers were called upon to catch rustlers, tame oil boomtowns,
and patrol the perilous Texas-Mexico border. In the 1930s they
began their transformation into a professionally trained police force.
Countless movies, television shows, and pulp novels have celebrated
the Rangers as Wild West supermen. In many cases, they deserve
their plaudits. But often the truth has been obliterated. Swanson
demonstrates how the Rangers and their supporters have operated
a propaganda machine that turned agency disasters and misdeeds
into fables of triumph, transformed murderous rampages--including
the killing of scores of Mexican civilians--into valorous feats, and
elevated scoundrels to sainthood. Cult of Glory sets the record
straight. Beginning with the Texas Indian wars, Cult of Glory
embraces the great, majestic arc of Lone Star history. It tells of
border battles, range disputes, gunslingers, massacres, slavery,
political intrigue, race riots, labor strife, and the dangerous lure of
celebrity. And it reveals how legends of the American West--the real
and the false--are truly made.
The Outlaw Ocean-Ian Urbina 2019-08-20 "A riveting, terrifying,
thrilling story of a netherworld that few people know about, and
fewer will ever see . . . The soul of this book is as wild as the ocean
itself." --Susan Casey, best-selling author of The Wave: In Pursuit of
the Rogues, Freaks, and Giants of the Ocean An adrenaline-fueled
tour of a vast, lawless and rampantly criminal world that few have
ever seen: the high seas. There are few remaining frontiers on our
planet. But perhaps the wildest, and least understood, are the
world's oceans: too big to police, and under no clear international
authority, these immense regions of treacherous water play host to
rampant criminality and exploitation. Traffickers and smugglers,
pirates and mercenaries, wreck thieves and repo men, vigilante
conservationists and elusive poachers, seabound abortion providers,
clandestine oil-dumpers, shackled slaves and cast-adrift stowaways - drawing on five years of perilous and intrepid reporting, often
hundreds of miles from shore, Ian Urbina introduces us to the
inhabitants of this hidden world. Through their stories of
astonishing courage and brutality, survival and tragedy, he
give-me-a-texas-outlaw-bundle-with-give-me-a-cowboy
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uncovers a globe-spanning network of crime and exploitation that
emanates from the fishing, oil and shipping industries, and on which
the world's economies rely. Both a gripping adventure story and a
stunning exposé, this unique work of reportage brings fully into
view for the first time the disturbing reality of a floating world that
connects us all, a place where anyone can do anything because no
one is watching.
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